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ABSTRACT- This review paper mainly examines the need 

and scope of the solar photovoltaic cell technology. Every 

passing year, the global electricity and power consumption 

ratio is going sky-high. And many technologies have been 

emerging so as to meet and fulfill this ever growing 

demand and supply numbers. Solar photovoltaic cell 

technology is such a renewable kind of technology which 

has high ability as well as potential to strengthen the 

luminous electricity system with more reliability and 

assurance. This paper mainly studies inclusive review of 

solar photovoltaic technology. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Basics of solar photovoltaic cell technology-  

Renewable sources of energy are the only sources to 
achieve the clean energy, as non- renewable sources of 

energy are depleting and in near future the renewable 

sources of energy are only one which will help the 

world to achieve the energy goals. Renewable energy 

can be obtained from many sources such as tidal, wind, 

solar, geothermal, hydro and biomass. This paper only 

focuses on solar energy, how solar cells operates, how 

solar cell works, what are the applications of solar 

technology, how the efficiency of solar cells can be 

increased.[1] Solar technology works on photovoltaic 

effect in which solar cells absorbs the sun radiations 
and generate the electricity. As solar radiations falls on 

the solar cell, it causes the excitement of the electron in 

the doped region of solar cell, due to this electron-hole 

pairs are formed and the electric current is generated. 

The solar technology can also be used for generating 

the heat later used for different applications. [2] The 

conversion efficiency of a solar cell is also an 

important factor that influences the production of 

electricity from a single solar cell. A lot of research has 

been done to increase the conversion efficiency. A 

single solar cell is manufactured from the desired 

material, then a solar module is made by arranging a 

number of solar cells and solar array is made by 
arranging number of solar module. [3] 

1.2 Need of this technology- 

The energy can be produced by both ways i.e. directly   

and indirectly with the help of some kind of resources. 

The use of natural resources such as fossil fuels, coals, oil, 

natural gases leads to great threat to environment and 
mother nature in sense of using the forest cutting which 

leads further into deforestation, release of hydrocarbons, 

paraffin’s. The rapidly growth in energy consumption by 

the generation and the growing demand of energy 

supply, it is a big major issue and a huge challenge in front 

of whole world itself.[4] The PV panels are highly 

promoted for energy production, it does not have any 

environmental restrictions because it does not emit any 

harmful gases like carbon dioxide which contributes to 

increases the global warming rate to meet the global 

energy in sustainable way.[5] But the fact is Only 30 
minutes of solar radiations are enough to create a global 

energy.[6] Solar energy is collected and utilized by this 

technology.[7] 
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1.3 Different materials used for PV cell- 

Silicon is the most commonly used material for solar 

cell, solar cell is manufactured by arranging the layers 

of the silicon and then upper and bottom layer of the 
silicon are doped, i.e. impurities are added[8] like - 

Amorphous Silicon, Polycrystalline or Multi crystalline 

Silicon, Monocrystalline Silicon, Copper Indiume 

Galliume Selenium (CIGS), Cadmium Telluride 

(CdTe), Copper Indiume Selenium (CIS) [9,10]. There 

are some different types of solar panels used, based on 

their application i.e. used for generating electricity, 

heat or both electricity and heat. They are - 

1. Photovoltaic cells (PV) – Used for generating 

electricity from the sunlight. 

2. Thermal collectors – Used for generating the 
heat from sunlight and this heat can be used 

for heating water or for other application. 

 

Photovoltaic-thermal (known as PV/T) panels – Used for 

the solar energy to produce both electricity and heat 

concentrating solar panels – Used for generating excessive 

amount of heat by focusing the sunlight at one point [11]. 

1.4 Advantages of solar PV cell technology-  

Some advantages of solar energy in India are as follows – 

1. Solar energy is environment friendly, when used, 

it does not released CO2 and other toxic and 

hazardous gaseous which pollutes the air. 

2. Solar energy can be used for variety of uses like 
as heating, drying, cooking or electricity, which is 

suitable for rural areas in India. 

3. It also used in cars, planes, large power boats, 
satellite and many more such items. It just 

application for urban population. 

4. Solar panels can be easily placed in houses and it 
is quite inexpensive compared to other sources of 

energy. [12,13] 

II. EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES 

USED FOR SOLAR CELLS- 

 

2.1 Using a textured and reflective surface in solar pv cell: 

 

The efficiency of n-i-p-p+ hydrogenated amorphous 

silicon cell (Si:H) can be increased by replacing the 

substrate by textured and reflective front and back end 

[14]. The simulation on 2D realistic model based on 

TCAD Sentarus of different textured surface with 

different size of periods (p) and heights (h) has been 

done [15] An intrinsic layer is sandwiched between p- 

doped and n-doped region to generate electricity [14]. 

To increase the efficiency of this silicon cell it should 

be made optically wide and electrically narrow. This 

increases the optical path of the photons and also it 

promotes absorption of the photons and hence increases 
the efficiency [16]. 

Following figures describes the difference between flat    

surface and textured surface of Si:H solar cell- 

 

Fig.1- Silicon solar cell with flat surface: 

    

     Fig.2- Silicon solar cell with textured surface: 

 

Fig.1 and  Fig.2 shows difference between flat surface and  
textured surface [17] 

In fig.2 the p-doped region and n-doped region are textured in 

zig-zag manner so that light can be reflected several times and 

it can be efficiently absorbed by the intrinsic layer. The 

enhancement of internal scattering and reflection is beneficial 

for the wavelength of red and infrared range light and the 

absorption length of Si:H increase by 1µm or also by 10 µm 

[18]. 

2.2 Using indium tin oxide as a front end contact in 

solar cell: 

ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) as a front contact in a solar cell to 
increase the efficiency of solar cell. In this CIGS solar cell 

structure consist of base layer of molybdenum, second layer of 

CIGS, third layer of CdS (Buffer Layer) this is sandwiched 

between the ZnO and CIGS. Then next layer is of ZnO which 

is undoped, this costs very less and also it is very stable and 

non- toxic. The last layer is of ITO which is top layer, this 

layer is very lightweight, very flexible and it is 120 nm wide. 

The structure of CIGS solar cell is shown in figure (3). 
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Fig.3 Structure of a CIGS solar cell with ITO 

front end. 

 

For determining the solar cell with ITO as a front end is 

more efficient tests taken to compare the fill factor (FF) and 

efficiency , voltage at maximum power density, maximum 

output power (Pm), short circuit current density (Jsc), open 

circuit voltage (Voc) of solar cell with ITO to solar cell 
without ITO. [19] Following figure shows the results of 

comparison of above parameters – 

 

 

Fig.4 Comparison of parameters of solar cell with ITO and 

without ITO 

From fig.4 it proves that the short circuit current density 

(Jsc) of an solar cell with ITO is greater than solar cell 

without ITO. The reason behind this is the ITO absorbs a 
greater number of photons and generates a large number of 

charge carriers. The current generated is dependant in 

number if charge carriers, hence as charge carriers 

increases the current generation also increases. [20] 

 

2.3 Using gold nano particle for efficiency improvement 

of solar cell: 

According to A. Axelevitch et.al, the main reason behind 

solar cells are not being used globally in wide spread is 

their high cost and comparatively low in efficiency 

performance. In the luminescence recombination process of 
solar cells, optical and electrical losses takes place 

abundantly and thus is was arduous to get efficiency of 

solar cell 31% theoretically[21, 22]. So as to eliminate this 

lacuna authors used non continuous, thin island gold films 

which were deposited on a dielectric or semiconductor 

surface which acts unique in nature. As a result, in the 

response of light exposure up to a certain range, the metal 

island presents a resonant absorption of light among the 

collective behavior of free electrons there. This 

phenomenon can also be described by the appearance of 

localized plasmons polaritons with intensity and frequency 

that are relative to the size of the particles. By doing so, 
efficiency of solar cells can be increased notably by using 

nano dimensional gold island embedded in semiconductor 

junctions. Although there are many ways to increase 

efficiency of photovoltaic solar cells, one of the reliable 

way is utilizing various semiconductor materials in order 

to enlarge the spectral efficiency by capturing various parts 

of solar spectrum where a top cell captures the high energy 

photons and passes the rest by lowering band gap in 

cells[23]. Another way to increase the efficiency of 

photovoltaic solar cells is utilizing higher energy photons 

than the semiconductor band gap. These photons generate 
higher energy than the Fermi level. Many researchers have 

tried to use the SPR to increase the efficiency of 

photovoltaic solar cell previously. For this, the metallic 

nanoparticles of metals such as Au, Ag, Cu, and Al were 

deposited on the surface of solar cells. It was found that the 

three mechanisms can be used effectively to increase the 

light trapping in the solar cells [24-28]. To improve the 

light trapping, various forms and shapes of nano particles 

were modelled and studied using finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) method. Unfortunately they were not that 

useful as expected. Nevertheless, many attempts has tried to 

overcome this. The thin island metal film consists of metal 
particles with nano-dimensions. It was found that the width 

and peak position of the SPR depend on the particle size, 

shape and environment. [29, 30]  

           Fig 5 Proposed PV system [31] 

Thus, the SPRs can be considered not only as a means for 

improving the optical absorption in the semiconductor, but as 

a source of additional electrons obtained by absorption of 

“hot” or high- energy photons. As shown, the system 

comprise of p-type single-crystalline silicon substrate, Al 

rear continuous electrode, and a sequence of various thin 
films on the active (upper) surface of the substrate. Gold and 

silicon thin films in this system were deposited using a 

home-made laboratory triode sputtering vacuum station 

realizing a plane-shape plasma discharge. Anti-reflecting 

transparent conductive In2O3 coatings (AR) were deposited 
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using a magnetron sputtering method. After the deposition of 

the AR thin film, the built multi-layer system was thermally 

treated in vacuum using photo-thermal processing (VPP)[32, 

33, 34]. 

And as a result, an average transmittance of this film was 
increased after the treatment. The silicon film was half 

transparent, brownish colored non-conductive layer with 

thickness of about 500 nm. This film represents a fully 

disordered amorphous structure which may be improved 
using heating. VPP treatment also improves the crystalline 

structure of such semiconductor thin films [35]. 

 

2.4 Nano-imprinted grating for solar cell efficiency 

improvement: 

In this the efficiency of a solar cell is enhanced by Nano 

imprinting rear side gratings which enhances light trapping. 

The following image shows the Nano-imprinting grating at 

rear side- 

Fig 6 Solar cell with nano-imprinted grating 

This enhances the light path inside the solar cell as 

discussed in the first technique. The increase in the 

wavelength of light increases the photon absorption 

capacity of a silicon solar cell which gives an enhancement 

in increase in the conversion efficiency of a solar cell. The 

enhancement in the light path for the near infrared reading 

gives a short circuit current gain of 0.3mA/cm2 . But there 

are still some loses in the rear grating side, whose 
elimination will lead to the even higher efficiency and 

higher value gain of short circuit current. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Mehreen Gul et.al takes special efforts in this paper. This 

paper mainly studies the inclusive review of solar 

photovoltaic technology in sense of photovoltaic materials 

efficiency and globally prime countries. And as result they 

have found that mono crystalline modules have highest 

number of efficiency of 22.5%.[36] 

T.Thirugnanasambandan et.al has taken a bit more effort 

to explain the increase efficiency of ultra-thin silicon solar 
cells with some new methods. Nano composite device 

were depicted by some electron probe microscope 

techniques such as SEM, XRD and HR-TEM. [37] Zhang 

Chunxiao et.al has made this paper mainly focused on the 

development of current cooling techniques for PV modules 

and a lot of comparisons, conversations are done for this 

purpose. Latest reviews have described that with 1o of 

increase in cell temperature would decrease efficiency up to 
0.4-0.5 %. [38] Thamyres Mechado David et.al has taken 

special efforts in this paper. In this paper, increase in energy 

demand and how it is going to be supplied world’s major 

issues and challenges is studied. This article shows research 

possibilities of database about solar PV energy management 

in terms of bibliometric techniques.[39]  

Jia Liu et.al authors in this papers make special focus on 

photovoltaic-electrical energy storage systems which are 

moreover utilized in buildings. The EV’s (Electrical 

Vehicle) are given boost in order to storeenergy for PV and 

increase energy efficiency. The cheaper rate and eco- 
friendly nature of PV-EV systems have also matched the 

ever increasing demand large energy storage 

requirement.[40] M Fortes et.al and the authors in this 

paper investigates and describes the efficiency increase of a 

Si:H solar cell by replacing the n-i-p-p+ amorphous silicon 

solar cell by a textured and reflective one. Finally the 

author compared the conversion efficiency (Eff) of a solar 

cell with front and back end textures with experimental set 

up without front and back end textures and the efficiency 

was increased from 7.44% to 11.23%. This states that there 

is efficiency increased. [41] A K Goyal and the authors in 

this paper have stated an detailed results of the comparison 
of the various parameters between CIGS solar cell with ITO 

and without ITO. Final results have stated that the current 

generation increases for the solar cell with ITO as a front 

contact. This is basically because increase in number of 

charge carriers in solar cell with ITO as compared to the 

solar cell without ITO. Thus the efficiency of solar cell with 

ITO has increased. [42] 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

 

The effect of replacing amorphous silicon solar cell by a 
textured and reflective one leads internal reflection of light 

there is increase in absorption of the photons by the 

intrinsic layer of solar cell is as it increases the optical 

length of the device. From simulation study it can be 

concluded that best efficiency from textured surface with 

triangular periods (p) of 500 nm and height (h) of 75 nm. 

The conversion efficiency increased from 7.44% to 

11.23%. 

And as a result, an average transmittance of this film was 

increased after the treatment. The silicon film was half 

transparent, brownish colored non-conductive layer with 

thickness of about 500 nm. This film represents a fully 
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disordered amorphous structure which may be improved 

using heating. VPP treatment also improves the crystalline 

structure of such semiconductor thin films. [43] 
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